
This past Sunday May 7th, Olentangy Liberty High school 
hosted the Arts Festival for all of the students K-12 that 
will eventually become at Liberty Patriot. Above is art being 
dipslayed by the main enterance to the building, showcasing 
a variety of media created in the multiple classes offered. 

Here is a selection of the “Rising Stars” at OLHS selected by 
the art teachers. This consists of the underclassmen that have 
impressed staff, and these students show dedication to the 
arts here at Liberty. “My friends have stuff all over the school 
that I get to see,” Sophmore Ava Shields says. “I’ve taken a few 
of the art classes and it’s pretty cool to walk in the art hall.”

Within the Arts Festival, staff had the opputinity to see the 
future of the Liberty arts programs. While all of the arts 
teachers played a part in this event, Drawing and Art 1 
teacher Nadene Heckleman mentioned her excitement about 
the younger generation of students. “I love seeing the work 
from our Elementary students and Middle School students. 
We are so blessed in our district to have a strong K-12 Arts 
Program,” Heckleman says. “This arts festival is the only time 
the community can view the entire art curriculum in our 
district.” 

Pictured is some of the high school work that as been 
displayed throughout the school year. “I like being able to walk 
in the halls and see all the bright and colorful art every day,” 
Freshman Tori Edwardson says. “I never saw Liberty Middle 
do something like this, and everything looks so good.”
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Pictured is one of the impressive Libery Middle School 
works. Created by an Eighth grader Mihika Narayan, this 
charcoal drawing won second place and showcased some 
of the incoming students that have a promising future. “I 
remember doing this project last year,” Freshman Wynn 
Mcilvain says. “It was difficult, so it’s interesting to see how 
great these younger kids did.”

Above is some of the 3-D works from Liberty Middle School 
made by all grade levels. The unique details with clay and 
paper quilling created variety between each person’s project 
and made it fun to walk around. “I do look forward to having 
these students in the coming years,” Madene Heckleman 
says. “Our middle school teachers are amazing too; They 
brought a lot of beautiful and creative pieces.” 

Above was some additional Liberty Middle School projects 
from Seventh and Eighth graders from multiple offered 
classes. During the event, families and students of all ages 
wandered the building to look at the variety of works, and this 
has been the ritual since the begining. “We’ve been putting 
on arts shows since the building was built so we’ve had lots 
of experience with it,” Nadene Heckleman says. “We start 
reviewing our needs and plans in February and divide up 
what actions we are taking lead on as teachers.” 

Here is a landscape painting by Hyatts Eighth grader that 
won fourth place. Student Elizabeth Loeffler created this 
painting in one of the offered painting classes at her middle 
school. “It was fun to look at what Hyatts does in their art 
classes,” Freshman Wynn Mcilvain says. “I went to Liberty, 
and we did very different projects. It really shows off how 
diverse the art programs are.” 
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